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ABSTRACT Biologically inspired autonomous underwater vehicles (AUVs) or biomimetic AUVs are made
to replicate the structural and physiological features of aquatic species. Thus, incorporation of its design in
AUV modelling provides higher efficiency at low speeds and improves maneuverability and controllability.
This paper develops a biomimetic AUV design based on structural parameters and physiology of an adult
Atlantic Salmon fish and proposes a robust control scheme for propelling the fins. For the biomimetic model
design of AUV, a 3D CAD model is developed using the actual parameters of Atlantic Salmon fish. The
hydrodynamic analysis is performed to calculate the effect of different angles of fin orientations on the
value of drag and lift coefficients. Further, kinematic analysis of the tail propulsion system is carried out
using the Denavit Hartenberg convention in the Matlabr. Based on the obtained modeling parameters of
AUV, a robust sliding mode controller is proposed for tracking the desired tail propulsion response using
a DC motor under model uncertainties and disturbances. Moreover, the closed-loop asymptotic stability is
also guaranteed through Lyapunov theory, which ensures the convergence of system states to the desired
angular movement. Lastly, the proposed algorithm is validated using simulation results with comparative
performance analysis to illustrate its efficacy.
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INDEX TERMS Bio-inspired underwater robotics, Solidworks, MatlabVRML, Lighthill slender body
theory, tracking control design, robust control.

I. INTRODUCTION17

There is a growing interest in the research of autonomous18

underwater vehicles (AUVs) with an emphasis onmechanical19

and control system design. Another reason for the popularity20

of such vehicles is their widespread usage in different tasks,21

such as marine scientific research, military operations, ecol-22

ogy and water environmental investigations, and oil and gas23

extraction on the seabed. Due to unpredictability and danger,24

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and

approving it for publication was Shihong Ding .

deep water exploration is a challenging endeavor. Thus, it has 25

drawn the attention of academics and researchers to solve the 26

scientific and technical issues related to the dangerous and 27

unstructured undersea environment. Nonetheless, unmanned 28

underwater vehicle (UUV) applications are not only limited 29

to deep sea explorations. Other applications include explo- 30

ration in shallow water environments of rivers and lakes, etc., 31

for inspection and collection of samples for experimentation 32

related to microbes and algae research. This has inspired the 33

design of small UUVs, with the main aim of its low-cost 34

fabrication and extending its operational ability [1]. 35
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The underwater vehicle is broadly classified as a manned36

underwater vehicle (MUV) and an unmanned underwater37

vehicle (UUV). The UUV category is further classified into38

remotely operated vehicles (ROV) and autonomous under-39

water vehicles (AUV) [2], [3]. An AUV has impeccable40

features, including travel easily at slow and fast speeds and41

longer mission hours. Further, precise maneuverability and42

navigation are now also an integral part of AUVs. However,43

the problem with existing propeller-based systems of AUVs44

is that they are modeled to work effectively for a specific45

task that requires cruising at higher speeds. As a result,46

it renders inefficient performance. Also, these systems have47

poor maneuverability at low speed, large turning radius, and48

insufficient control. Researchers have taken up significant49

research work related to optimization of the propeller-based50

system for implementation in numerous applications.51

In general, robotic fish are classified by their propulsive52

mode, which varies according to the percentage of lateral53

movement of their bodies. In [4], twelve different types54

of swimming are defined. The main challenge in robotic55

fish modelling is designing a mechanism that reproduces56

these swimming modes accurately and efficiently. In ear-57

lier research, multiple links were used to model the fish,58

and separate dc motors control all these links. All these59

links constitute the shape of the tail. Some of the exam-60

ples of a multi-link motor controlled system include a61

multi-locomotive robotic fish by Phongchai Nilas [5] and62

robofish by Anderson et al. [6]. Multi-link motor control63

offers a high degree of freedom, but a large number of64

motors make the control design complex. Another mech-65

anism is the multi-link rotary shaft, and few examples of66

a multi-link rotary shaft are the Tunabot by Zhu et al. [7],67

iSplash fish by Clapham and Hu [8], [9]. This system mecha-68

nism enables faster speeds and higher frequencies than the69

system with several servo motors. However, it is hard to70

implement when engaged with underwater flora and fauna.71

Later, MIT researchers also created a soft compliant tail using72

fluidic actuators [10], but it is incapable of recreating the73

sigmoid-like tail shape, resulting in a relatively slow and74

inefficient system.75

Recently, a more efficient propulsion system is required76

to improve the performance and endurance of these vehi-77

cles. An alternative to existing propeller-based systems is the78

nature inspired system, i.e., a bio-mimetic propulsion system79

that is efficient and has an excellent performance in the under-80

water environments [11]. Lately, the research focus of AUVs81

has been on the efficient maneuvering abilities of biomimetic82

fish, which is done by imitating the natural locomotion of83

fish. As a result, it allows the ability to swim fast with excel-84

lent efficiency and ensuring skillful maneuvering in confined85

spaces. It also has genuine fish abilities, such as turning86

quickly to capture prey and dodging obstacles [12]. The87

main reason behind choosing fish-inspired locomotion for88

underwater vehicles is that fishes and other aquatic animals89

are efficient swimmers. They possess high maneuverability90

and can follow trajectories, stabilize themselves efficiently in91

currents and surges, create fewer wakes compared to other 92

underwater vehicles, and have quiet propulsion. The cau- 93

dal fin and paired pectoral fins are primarily responsible 94

for the locomotion of fish. Based on locomotion, they are 95

classified into the median and paired pectoral fins (MPF) 96

and body caudal fins (BCF). The investigation of admiringly 97

fast and efficient maneuvering of fish can open the doors 98

for better thruster design and modeling of AUVs dynamics. 99

There is only a little research on the development of AUVs 100

inspired by fish, where fish robots use fins instead of thrusters 101

[13], [14]. 102

The motion control of a biomimetic fish is also an essential 103

aspect of such robots, and the movement of soft tail achieves 104

this propelling swimming motion in the forward direction. 105

Yaw motion can be controlled by maintaining greater fluidic 106

volume in one fish half than the other. By changing the 107

angle of attack of diving planes, the pitch can be regulated. 108

The tail’s forward swimming speed influences both yaw and 109

pitch control actions. Absolute attitude readings are provided 110

via an onboard inertial measurement device with 9 degrees 111

of freedom. These measurements are then used to design 112

closed-loop attitude control for robotic fish [15]. The objec- 113

tive of tracking control of a biomimetic fish is to track a route 114

in space specified by a time function starting from a prede- 115

termined initial state. It can also include following a moving 116

target point [16]. Many researchers are now working on 117

controller design for path-tracking of biomimetic robotic fish, 118

primarily focused on creating an energy consumption model 119

by examining the dynamics and motion traits of bio-inspired 120

fish and determining the link between behavior and energy 121

consumption. 122

Due to the complex underwater environment as well as 123

the high coupling and nonlinear properties of bio-inspired 124

robotic fish, underwater path tracking control design is more 125

tedious than other environmental control. In recent years, 126

few control strategies have been implemented for the con- 127

troller design biomimetic underwater fish, such as PID con- 128

trol, sliding mode control, auto disturbance rejection control, 129

fuzzy logic control, line-of-sight method, etc. The conven- 130

tional PID control approach is applied in [17] for the atti- 131

tude tracking problem. However, to deal with challenging 132

fish dynamics and uncertain underwater surroundings, PID 133

control is not always an appropriate method because of the 134

complexity of PID control parameter tuning. Consequently, 135

this makes it ineffective for the multi-objective optimization 136

of complex MIMO control systems. To ensure the invariance 137

against model uncertainties and disturbances, sliding mode 138

control [18], [19], [20] and auto disturbance rejection con- 139

trol [21] schemes are developed. Moreover, fuzzy logic con- 140

trol [22], quantized fuzzy tracking control with event-trigger 141

approach [23], H∞ control [24], the line-of-sight approach 142

[25], [26], model predictive control [27] are among a few 143

more control techniques employed to regulate robotic fish 144

movements. Although the above-said strategies for the AUV 145

system track the desired path with acceptable state response, 146

their performance may get deteriorated under the influence 147
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of parametric uncertainties and external disturbances. Fur-148

ther, the robust control schemes have only ensured the uni-149

formly ultimate bounded convergence, which can be further150

improved.151

In view of the aforementioned literature, this paper has152

attempted to develop the underwater vehicle model, including153

the design, modelling, and motion control of an AUV-based154

Atlantic Salmon Fish.155

The key features of this work is discussed below:156

• This paper investigates the highly efficient locomotion157

mechanisms of adult Atlantic Salmon fish for the poten-158

tial advantages of utilizing a biomimetic propulsion sys-159

tem for underwater vehicle design. In this regard, the160

undulation motion of the fish body to propel forward is161

studied by replicating it with two revolute joints to obtain162

the undulation gait of the tail of the real fish.163

• A 3D CAD model is prepared for a biomimetic model164

of Atlantic Salmon fish as per scale using SolidWorks.165

• The effect of fin orientations is investigated on the dif-166

ferent lift and drag coefficient values.167

• The governing equations of the tail propulsion system168

are generated, and its kinematic analysis is done using169

Denavit-Hartenberg (D-H) convention.170

• Based on the actuator parameters of the DC motor,171

a robust sliding mode control law is proposed for the172

desired joint motion of fish under model uncertainties173

and disturbances. The overall closed-loop stability is174

also established using Lyapunov theory, which guaran-175

tees the finite time convergence of sliding surface and176

asymptotic convergence of angular motion.177

• The comparative analysis using simulation results illus-178

trates the superiority of the proposed control scheme.179

The paper is organized as follows. Section II describes180

the Atlantic Salmon fish system and gives its CAD design.181

Section III presents the CFD analysis of the fish model.182

In Section IV, the tail propulsion system is discussed, and183

Section V demonstrates the Denavit-Hartenberg (D-H) rep-184

resentation for the kinematic analysis. The proposed robust185

controller for the DC motor and its stability is presented in186

Section VI and Section VII, respectively. Then, Section VIII187

shows the controller performance using simulation analysis.188

The paper ends with the concluding remarks in Section IX.189

II. SYSTEM MODEL190

This paper proposes the design and dynamic modelling of191

a bio-inspired underwater robotic fish based on Atlantic192

Salmon fish as a three-link planar manipulator. The body of193

the fish is divided into three parts, i.e., posterior, anterior,194

and caudal fin. As Atlantic Salmon fish is a Sub-Carangiform195

fish, the undulation motion is carried out by oscillating 2/3rd196

of its body length with the initiation of the undulation from197

the joint between the posterior part and the caudal fin. The198

Anterior part is connected to the posterior part with the help199

of a revolute joint, similarly to the posterior part to the caudal200

fin. The CAD modelling of the fish is based on its blueprints,201

which is shown in Figure 1. The 3D CAD model of Salmon202

FIGURE 1. Blueprints of Atlantic Salmon fish.

FIGURE 2. CAD design of Atlantic Salmon fish. (a) isometric view (b) front
view (c) top view.

Atlantic fish is prepared in the SolidWorks and is illustrated 203

in Figure 2. 204

A. ANTERIOR BODY DESIGN 205

The anterior region of biomimetic fish is assumed and 206

designed to be rigid. The argument in favor of this assumption 207

is that the skull bone majorly constitutes it. Additionally, 208

the front half of the fish does not actively undulate. Thus, 209

whatever intrinsic biological flexibility it may have may be 210

safely disregarded for design and analysis needs without 211

significantly changing the fish dynamics. 212

B. POSTERIOR BODY DESIGN 213

The posterior region design is more complex than the anterior 214

region. The caudal fin attached to the posterior region is 215

responsible for producing propulsion. The rear body of the 216

vehicle is joined to the caudal fin with the help of a revolute 217

joint (1 DOF). The rear body is assumed and designed to be 218

rigid as to the flexible body of the real fish. The revolute joint 219

is regarded as the active joint because it actively engages in 220

a sinusoidal motion that resembles an undulating wave and 221

passively actuates the movement of the caudal fin to produce 222

propulsion. Thus, the flexibility between the rear portion and 223

the caudal fin is provided by this joint. 224
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C. CAUDAL FIN DESIGN225

The caudal fin inspired by the Atlantic Salom fish is attached226

at the rear end of the bio-inspired robot. It is known that227

the caudal fin of Atlantic Salmon type fish is homocercal,228

i.e., it has a truncated shape [28]. The assembled model is229

shown with all fins attached in the Figure 2. However, for230

this study, only the caudal fin (tail fin) is participating in the231

thrust generation, and it is assumed that all other fins have no232

role.233

III. CFD MODELING234

The robotic fish’s profile is similar to theNACA0014 airfoil’s235

aerodynamic profile. As the vehicle moves in an undulatory236

motion, this profile helps to improve swimming efficiency by237

minimizing drag. Using Lighthill’s light wave theory [29], the238

robotic fish is made to undulate at various angles. As men-239

tioned in this paper [30], the major objective of overcoming240

drag in powered swimming requires fishes to generate thrust.241

In the present study, CFD simulation will be used to deter-242

mine a perfect design and locomotion for a robotic fish vehi-243

cle with energy-efficient, lower drag, and improved driving244

efficiency. Using the ANSYS Fluent software platform, the245

software contains a broad range of physicalmodeling capabil-246

ities necessary for the present study. The CFD solver is used247

to solve the Navier-Stokes equation. As per the conservation248

of momentum principle, the finite volume formulation for an249

incompressible Newtonian fluid is given as250

ρ(∂V/∂t) = F −1p+ µ12V (1)251

1.V = 0 (2)252

where V represents the velocity, ρ is the density of fluid,253

1p is the pressure, ∂V/∂t is the partial derivative w.r.t. t ,254

F represents the force acted on the body, µ is the dynamic255

viscosity of the fluid. The CFD simulations are carried out256

systematically to calculate numerous factors impacting the257

flow characteristics.The simulation steps are summarised in258

the following brief manner:259

1) A discretizedmesh is prepared using ANSYSMeshing.260

The tetrahedral mesh has been prepared with a mini-261

mum element size of 0.001mm and a target skewness of262

0.8. The inflation ratio is 0.272withmaximum inflation263

layers five, and the growth ratio is 1.2.264

2) The three-link robotic fish CFD model is set up in265

the ANSYS CFD module. The method used is lam-266

inar, and cell zone conditions are fluid: water, and267

solid body: ABS. Boundary conditions are inlet veloc-268

ity: 5m/s, outlet gauge pressure: 0 pa, mesh motion:269

moving domain, pressure: second-order, momentum:270

second order upwind, transient formulation: first-order271

implicit. Numerical scheme used: coupled.272

3) Comparative and comprehensive analysis of the dif-273

ferent kinematic parameters like the amplitude span274

and the tail beat frequency with hydrodynamic factors275

like Cd (drag coefficient) and Cl (Lift coefficient) is276

carried out. Drag and lift coefficients are determined277

FIGURE 3. Pressure contour at mean position (t = 0).

FIGURE 4. Velocity vector at mean position (t = 0).

by changing the inclination angle of the rear body and 278

caudal fins to match with that the swimming motion of 279

the fish. 280

4) Pressure, velocity distribution contours, and velocity 281

streamline are also investigated and discussed. 282

The idea of dynamic meshing is effectively employed in this 283

project. A steady mesh is employed in CFD simulations to 284

take that the physical geometry remains constant. Dynamic 285

meshing, on the other hand, is a necessary aspect ofmodelling 286

for moving geometries. The challenges faced during the 287

body’s dynamic meshing include parameter selection linked 288

to cell height and solver discovered divergence (pressure cor- 289

rection). Furthermore, negative cell volumes were discovered 290

when the dynamic mesh update failed multiple times, along 291

with minor issues such as simulation time step smoothing, 292

etc. 293

A. MEAN POSITION 294

In Figure 3, the pressure contour is shown at the mean posi- 295

tion when t = 0. The posterior body (caudal fin) begins to 296

move (starting from rest) in either direction (left or right) 297

when the fish initiates the locomotion. A high-pressure region 298

is observed in the anterior region (A) and the posterior region 299

(C) of the fish. The region (B) has a lower pressure region 300

than regions A and C. Similarly, in Figure 4, the velocity 301

vector is shown at the mean position when t = 0. Velocity 302

difference can be seen in region-A, followed by region B, and 303

at the fin end (region C). In Figure 5, the velocity streamline 304
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FIGURE 5. Velocity streamline at mean position (t=0).

FIGURE 6. Velocity streamline (front view) at mean position (t = 0).

is shown at mean position when t = 0. It can be observed that305

the flow is streamlined throughout the entire body of the fish,306

as seen from the top view. In the front view (Figure 6), flow307

separation can be seen at the trailing edge of the dorsal fin308

(region B) and after the caudal fin (region C) due to restriction309

offered to the flow by these fins.310

B. INITIATION OF UNDULATING MOTION311

In Figure 7, the pressure contour, when the posterior region312

of the fish starts undulating in the clockwise direction313

(10 degrees), is shown. The posterior body (caudal fin) begins314

to initiate the undulating locomotion of the fish. A high-315

pressure region is observed in the anterior region (A) and the316

posterior region (C) of the fish. Initially, the flowwas allowed317

to stabilize, following which the results were obtained and318

analyzed. On the right side, observed the high pressure and on319

the left side, there is a low pressure (region C). Even though320

the tail is moving towards the left from the mean position,321

positive pressure is generated on the right side because the322

tail pushes the flow to the left. When the rear part of the323

body (posterior region) moves to the left position completely324

(10 degrees), it can be seen in region-C that the magnitude of325

the pressure on the right side is higher than those on the left.326

Also, as seen from the figure in region D, a high-pressure327

region between the anterior and posterior body. In Figure 8,328

the velocity vector is shown when the posterior region of the329

fish starts undulating in the clockwise direction (10 degrees).330

FIGURE 7. Pressure contour for Undulating motion of posterior body at
frequency 0.5 Hz and angle Amplitude 10 degree (CW).

FIGURE 8. Velocity vector for undulating motion of posterior body at
frequency 0.5 Hz and angle amplitude of 10 degree (CW).

FIGURE 9. Velocity streamline for undulating motion of posterior body at
frequency 0.5 Hz and amplitude of 10 degree (CW).

The velocity vectors vary with higher magnitudes in regions 331

A and C and lower magnitudes in region B. In Figure 9, the 332

velocity streamline is shown when the posterior region of the 333

fish starts undulating in the clockwise direction (10 degrees). 334

It can be seen that the flow is streamlined till the end of the 335

anterior body (regions A and B). It starts to separate from the 336

posterior body onwards, thus leading to flow separation and 337

vortex formation in region C. 338

In Figure 10, the pressure contour is shown when the rear 339

part of the body (posterior region) of the fish starts undulating 340

in the counterclockwise direction (10 degrees). The posterior 341
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FIGURE 10. Pressure contour for undulating motion of posterior body at
frequency 0.5 Hz and angle 10 degree (CCW).

FIGURE 11. Velocity vector for undulating motion of posterior body at
frequency 0.5 Hz and angle 10 degree (CCW).

FIGURE 12. Velocity streamline for undulating motion of posterior body
at frequency 0.5 Hz and angle 10 degree (CCW).

body’s position (caudal fin) first returns to its mean position342

from the 10-degree CWposition and starts moving 10 degrees343

towards the right (CCW). A high-pressure region is observed344

in the anterior region (A) and the posterior region (C) of the345

fish. On the right side, high pressure is observed, and on the346

left, there is low pressure. As the tail is moving from the mean347

position to the right, it pushes the flow to the right, generating348

high pressure on the left side of region-C. When the rear part349

of the body (posterior region) moves to the left completely350

(10 degrees), it can be seen that the pressure magnitudes on351

the left side are higher than on the left side. In Figure 11,352

it is also shown that the high pressure area is concentrated353

FIGURE 13. Pressure contour for undulating motion of posterior body at
frequency 0.5 Hz and angle 20 degree (CW).

FIGURE 14. Velocity vector for undulating motion of posterior body at
frequency 0.5 Hz and angle 20 degree (CW).

FIGURE 15. Velocity streamline for undulating motion of posterior body
at frequency 0.5 Hz and angle 20 degree (CW).

in the region-D near the posterior body of the fish. 354

In Figure 11, the velocity vector is shown when the posterior 355

region of the fish starts undulating in the counterclockwise 356

direction (10 degrees). The high pressure gradient creates 357

an intense velocity vector field surrounding the body. These 358

velocity vectors constantly vary with larger magnitude in 359

regions A and C and smaller magnitude in region B. In 360

Figure 12, the velocity streamline is shownwhen the posterior 361

region of the fish starts undulating in the counterclockwise 362

direction (10 degrees). It can be seen that the flow is stream- 363

lined till the end of the anterior body (regions A and B). 364

It starts to separate from the posterior region onwards (same 365
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FIGURE 16. Pressure contour for undulating motion of posterior body at
frequency 0.5 Hz and angle 20 degree (CCW).

FIGURE 17. Velocity vector for undulating motion of posterior body at
frequency 0.5 Hz and angle 20 degree (CCW).

as CW direction), thus, leading to flow separation and vortex366

formation in region C.367

C. UNDULATING MOTION368

In the Figure 13, the pressure contour when the posterior369

region of the fish starts undulating in the clockwise direction370

(20 degrees) is shown. The posterior body’s position (caudal371

fin) first returns to its mean position from the 10 degree CCW372

position and starts moving 20 degrees towards the left (CW).373

A high-pressure region is observed in the fish’s anterior374

region (A) and posterior region (C and D). The magnitude375

of the high pressure for the given condition is greater than376

the previous condition (10 degrees in both directions). Even377

though the tail is moving towards the left from the mean378

position, pushing the flow towards the left, which generates379

high pressure on the right side.380

When the rear part of the body (posterior region moves)381

to the left completely (20 degrees), it can be seen that the382

magnitudes of pressure on the right side are higher than those383

on the left. In Figure 13 is shown that, the high pressure area384

is concentrated around the posterior region. In Figure 14,385

velocity vector is shown. The pressure gradient creates a386

velocity vector field surrounding the body. These velocity387

vectors vary constantly with larger magnitudes (higher than388

the previous condition of 10 degrees) in regions A and C389

and smaller magnitudes in region B. In Figure 15, velocity390

streamline is shown when the posterior region of the fish391

FIGURE 18. Velocity streamline for undulating motion of posterior body
at frequency 0.5 Hz and angle 20 degree (CCW).

starts undulating in the Clockwise Direction (20 degrees). 392

It can be seen that the flow is streamline till the end of the 393

anterior body (regions A and B). It starts to separate from the 394

posterior region in region C, thus leading flow separation and 395

vortex formation. 396

In Figure 16, the pressure contour when the posterior 397

region of the fish starts undulating in the Counter clockwise 398

direction (20 degrees) is shown. The position the posterior 399

body is in (caudal fin) first return to its mean position from 400

the 20 degree CW position and starts moving 20 degrees 401

towards left (CCW). A region of high pressure is observed 402

at the anterior region (A) of the fish starting from the nose of 403

the fish as well as at the posterior region of the fish (C). 404

When the rear part of the body (posterior region) moves 405

to the right completely (20 degrees), it can be seen that the 406

magnitude of pressure is higher on the left as compared 407

to the right side. In Figure 16, it is shown that the high 408

pressure area is concentrated near the rear part of the body 409

(posterior region) of the fish (regions C and D). In Figure 17, 410

velocity vector is shown. The high pressure gradient cre- 411

ates an intense velocity vector field surrounding the body 412

(regions A, B, and C). These velocity vectors vary constantly 413

with larger magnitude (higher than the previous condition of 414

10 degrees in both directions) on the left side and smaller 415

magnitudes on the right side of the rear part of the body 416

(posterior region). In Figure 18, the velocity streamline is 417

shown when the posterior region of the fish starts undulating 418

in the counterclockwise direction (20 degrees). It can be seen 419

that the flow is streamline till the end of the anterior body 420

(regions A and B), and it starts to separate from the posterior 421

region onwards (region C), thus leading to flow separation 422

and vortex formation. 423

D. TAIL BEAT FREQUENCY EFFECTS 424

It is observed that raising the body wave’s amplitude causes 425

the pressure field and velocity vectors to grow proportionally 426

along the tail fin (caudal region). It is also observed that 427

as the caudal region undulates via the intermediate point to 428

the extreme position, the pressure differential between the 429

body’s two sides also decreases [31]. The vortex formation 430

near the caudal region is due to the pressure difference. 431
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FIGURE 19. Plot of Cd, Cl Vs Angle of attack.

This supports the light hill theory of undulation [29] which432

states a reactive pressure equilibrium between the body and433

the fluid (environment) is required for optimal undulatory434

fish motion. The value of drag and lift coefficients calculated435

from the simulation for different rear body and caudal fin436

orientations is plotted, as shown in Figure 19.437

IV. TAIL PROPULSION SYSTEM DESIGN438

The proposed vehicle propulsion system design through tail439

motion is discussed in this section. The design is inspired by440

the undulationmotion of fish. The undulation part responsible441

for generating thrust is based on a two-link planar manipula-442

tor arm (2DOF). The origin of the wave occurs at the joint443

between the tail and fish body. Further, the parameters of the444

travelling wave change according to the intended swimming445

motion. When the fish swims, its body is said to resemble the446

following travelling wave equation closely:447

ybody(x, t) = (c1x + c2x2) sin(κx + ωt) (3)448

Here, ybody represents the lateral displacement of a tail unit449

from the central axis (m), x is displacement along the tail, t is450

time, κ denotes the bodywave number, c1 and c2 are the linear451

and quadratic wave amplitude envelope, respectively, and w452

is angular frequency. Further, expression (3) can be redefined453

in the discretized equation as [14], [32]454

ybody(x, i) = (c1x + c2x2) sin(κx ±
2π
M
i) (4)455

for i = 0, 1, . . . ,M −1, where i represents the ith variable of456

the sequences ybody(x, i) (i = 0, . . . ,M−1) in one oscillation457

period, M is the resolution of the discrete travelling wave.458

Figure 20 illustrates the fish kinematics, which is obtained459

with the help of travelling wave expression (4) with the given460

parameter values: c1 = 0.08, c2 = 0, κ = 10.2, and M = 2.461

The Atlantic Salmon fish have 57−60 vertebrate [33]. These462

vertebrae are assumed as one degree of freedom joints [14].463

In this paper, the proposed model has finite joints, i.e., 2.464

FIGURE 20. Fish kinematics using travelling wave equation.

Manoeuvrability and redundancy can be improved by further 465

addition of links for smooth wave generation [14]. However, 466

the addition of links results in increased complexity, thus 467

making the realization of the tail design challenging [32]. 468

V. DENAVIT-HARTENBERG (D-H) REPRESENTATION 469

The proposed structure of the vehicle is intended to have 470

2 revolute (1 DOF) joints, each powered by an individual 471

DC motor. The undulating motion required to move the 472

bio-inspired vehicle is produced by the combined motion of 473

these actuated joints. The location of the joints at particu- 474

lar points in the swimming gait must be established using 475

kinematics to manage the tail motion. Hence, the D-H rep- 476

resentation is implemented where each joint is assigned a 477

2-axis reference frame, as demonstrated in Figure 21. The 478

transformation matrix is given by [34] 479

i−1
i T = R(x)(α(i−1))Dx(a(i−1))R(z)(θi)D(z)(di) (5) 480

From the transformation matrices in the equation above 481

(frames), the x and y coordinates for each link are obtained. 482

The homogeneous transformation matrix has the rotation 483

matrix and displacement vectors for the frames. Since our 484

concern is about the end position of the caudal fin (2D planar), 485

we will focus on displacement vectors for the positions and 486

will be neglecting the orientations from the rotation matrix, 487

as 2D orientation does not make sense. The planar fish links 488

are simulated using Denavit-Hartenberg transformation in 489

Matlab. Figure 22 shows the path traced by the caudal fin and 490

rear body. 491

VI. ROBUST CONTROLLER DESIGN FOR FIN MOTION 492

The designed model of the fish consists of two joints that 493

constitute the propulsion system. Separate DC motors actu- 494

ate these joints. Each joint is actuated to a desired angular 495

position so that the combined motion of all joints mim- 496

ics the undulation exhibited by the real Atlantic Salmon. 497
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FIGURE 21. Two joint tail configuration.

FIGURE 22. Plot of path traced by the caudal fin & rear body for different
joint angles.

The dynamic equations of the DC motor are given by [35]:498

499

J θ̈ + Bθ̇ + Td = Ki (6a)500

Li̇+ Ri+ K θ̇ = V (6b)501

where J > 0 is the moment of inertia, θ ∈ R is the502

rotational motion, B > 0 is the coefficient of viscous friction,503

Td denotes the external load disturbance, K > 0 is the torque504

coefficient, i ∈ R is the armature current, V ∈ R is the motor505

armature voltage, R > 0 and L > 0 are the armature coil506

resistance and inductance, respectively.507

The above two equations (6) can be rewritten as [36]508

...
θ = −Aθ̈−Bθ̇ + Cu− DTd−EṪd (7)509

where A = (JL)−1(JR+ B)L, B = (JL)−1(BR+ K 2)L, C =510

(JL)−1K , D = (JL)−1R, E = (JL)−1L, and u = V is the511

control input. The parameters A, B, C ∈ R+.512

Suppose, A, B, and C parameters have model uncertain-513

ties, which are denoted as 1A, 1B, and 1C , respectively.514

Therefore, the system (7) under such model uncertainties can 515

be redefined as 516

...
θ = −(A+1A)θ̈ − (B+1B)θ̇ + (C +1C)u−DTd 517

−EṪd 518
...
θ = −Aθ̈−Bθ̇ + Cu+ φ (8) 519

where φ = −1Aθ̈ −1Bθ̇ +1Cu− DTd−EṪd . 520

The third derivative system 8 can be simplified into a single 521

derivative system by using the following state transformation. 522

Let 523

x1 = θ; x2 = θ̇; x3 = θ̈ . (9) 524

Therefore, 525

ẋ1 = x2, (10a) 526

ẋ2 = x3, (10b) 527

ẋ3 =
...
θ = −Aθ̈−Bθ̇ + Cu+ φ, (10c) 528

where x1, x2, and x3 represent the angular position, angu- 529

lar velocity, and angular acceleration of joint, respectively. 530

An effective controller is needed to turn the DC motor to 531

the proper angular position so that the combined action of 532

each joint results in an undulating movement. The controller 533

should be able to perform the desired motion while rejecting 534

the effects of total disturbances and uncertainties. 535

While developing the proposed control scheme, the follow- 536

ing presumptions are taken into account. 537

Assumption 1: The states x1, x2, and x3 are measurable. 538

Assumption 2: The overall uncertainty φ is assumed to be 539

bounded such that |φ| ≤ φ̄. 540

Remark 1: The supporting argument for the boundedness 541

of the uncertainties in Assumption 2 can be explained as 542

follows. First of all, parameters A, B, and C are constituted 543

using physical parameters, such as inductance, resistance, 544

moment of inertia, coefficients of friction, and torque. Since 545

these are all finite values, the uncertainties within A, B, and C 546

are bounded. Secondly, the designed slidingmode-based con- 547

trol law (15) is comprised of finite system parameters and a 548

linear combination of error and system states. Because of the 549

physical limitation of the system, these error and state values 550

are bounded. Also, the actuation of DC motor is subjected to 551

physical limitation, and they can not exceed the maximum 552

limit. Therefore, the control input has a saturation value, 553

which means u is also bounded. Lastly, it is assumed that the 554

external disturbance Td and its derivative are bounded [36]. 555

Consequently, the overall uncertainties can be considered to 556

be bounded [37]. 557

A. PROBLEM OBJECTIVE 558

The objective of the proposed controller design is to achieve 559

the desired motion of fish by following the reference trajec- 560

tory of fin position. In other words, the controller will actuate 561

the desired fin motion in order to track the desired path. 562

Moreover, the proposed controller must also tackle the system 563
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uncertainties and surrounding disturbances while performing564

the tracking operation [38].565

In view of the above statement, suppose xr be the566

time-varying reference angular position. The error between567

the actual and the desired angular position is given as568

e = x1 − xr . (11)569

Therefore, the relative system dynamics using (10) and (11)570

can be expressed as571

ė = ẋ1 − ẋr = x2 − ẋr , (12a)572

ë = ẋ2 − ẍr = x3 − ẍr , (12b)573

...
e = ẋ1 −

...
x r = −Aθ̈−Bθ̇ + Cu+ φ −

...
x r . (12c)574

B. SLIDING MODE CONTROL DESIGN575

The sliding mode control (SMC) has been widely used for the576

robust controller design [39] due to the property of invariance577

against unknown disturbances and faster convergence time578

[37], [40], [41], [42], [43], [44]. Therefore, in this paper, SMC579

is proposed for the motion control of fins through DCmotors,580

which is subjected to model uncertainties and disturbances.581

The structure of the sliding surface is selected as582

s = c1e+ c2ė+ c3ë. (13)583

where s ∈ R, and ci ∈ R > 0 for i = 1, 2, 3. The time584

derivative of s yields585

ṡ = c1ė+ c2ë+ c3
...
e586

= c1ė+ c2ë+ c3(−Ax3 − Bx2 + Cu+ φ − ẍr ). (14)587

The proposed sliding mode control law is expressed as588

u =
1
C

(
Ax3 + Bx2 +

...
x r −

c1
c3
ė−

c2
c3
ë− k1s589

−k2 sign(s)) . (15)590

where k1 > 0 and k2 > φ̄ > 0 are the control gain constants.591

VII. STABILITY ANALYSIS592

This section demonstrates the stability analysis of the593

closed-loop control system using the Lyapunov theory. The594

stability proof employs the following finite time convergence595

lemma.596

Lemma 1: [45], [46]: Consider a continuous system ζ̇ =597

f (ζ ) ∈ Rn with zero being the equilibrium point of f (ζ ) and598

ζ (t0 = 0) = ζ0. The origin is said to be finite time stable for599

system ζ̇ if a Lyapunov function V (ζ ) : Rn
→ R with α1 >600

0, α2 > 0, and β ∈ (0, 1) satisfies the following condition601

V̇ (ζ )+ α2V (ζ )+ α1V β (ζ ) ≤ 0. (16)602

Theorem 1: Consider the relative state dynamics (12)603

under Assumption 1 and 2. The action of the proposed control604

law (15) will force the sliding surface to zero in finite time and605

converge the relative system states to zero asymptotically.606

Proof: Consider a Lyapunov function V (s, t) as 607

V (s, t) =
1
2
s2. (17) 608

The derivative of V with respect to time yields 609

V̇ (s, t) =
d
dt
V (s, t) =

∂V
∂s

ds
dt
=

1
2
(2s)ṡ = sṡ (18) 610

Substituting the value of ṡ in (19) gives 611

V̇ = s(c1ė+ c2ë+ c3(Cu+ φ − ẍr − Ax3 − Bx2)) 612

Substituting u from (15) in V̇ yields 613

V̇ = s(φ − k1s− k2 sign(s)) = sφ − k1s2−sk2 sign(s) 614

≤ |φ||s| − k1s2 − k2|s| ≤ φ̄|s| − k1s2 − k2|s| 615

= −k1s2 − (k2 − φ̄)︸ ︷︷ ︸
k̄2>0

|s| = −k1s2 − k̄2|s| 616

= −2k1
s2

2
−
√
2k̄2
|s|
√
2
≤ −2k1

(
s2

2

)
−
√
2k̄2

(
|s|2

2

)1/2

617

V̇ ≤−χ1V− χ2V
1
2 (19) 618

where χ1 = 2k1 > 0 and χ2 =
√
2k̄2 > 0. Consequently, the 619

inequality (19) satisfies the finite time condition of Lemma 1. 620

Therefore, the sliding surface s converges to zero within finite 621

time. 622

Now, once s goes to zero, the sliding surface Equation (13) 623

can be rewritten as 624

s = c1e+ c2ė+ c3ë = 0 625

or, (c3$ 2
+ c2$ + c1)E($ ) = 0 626

c3$ 2
+ c2$ + c1 = 0 (20) 627

where $ is the Laplace variable. Since c1, c2, and c3 are all 628

positive, Equation (20) is a Hurwitz polynomial with positive 629

coefficients. Therefore, the relative state is stable, i.e., e will 630

converge to zero asymptotically. Consequently, the angular 631

position θ will track the desired trajectory θr . Hence, the 632

proof of Theorem 1 is completed. � 633

Remark 2: The key insights which can be taken from the 634

proposed investigation are as follows: 635

• A biomimetic model of the Atlantic salmon fish will 636

exhibit lower drag. Thus, it will have higher efficiency 637

than a propeller-based underwater vehicle. 638

• Mimicking a real fish’s locomotion can improve 639

the propulsive and maneuvering efficiencies of AUV 640

Design. 641

• The hydrodynamic and Kinematic analyses give the per- 642

formance verification of the biomimetic model. 643

• Since it is difficult to obtain the exact parameter val- 644

ues of the design model; therefore, a robust controller 645

scheme will be required. 646

• A fast controller scheme, such as the SMC method, will 647

be required to achieve a quick system response with a 648

good transient and steady-state behavior. The controller 649
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will dictate the finmotion according to the desired angu-650

lar motion.651

• In summary, the biomimetic AUV system can be an effi-652

cient alternative to the existing propeller-based systems.653

VIII. SIMULATION RESULTS WITH COMPARATIVE654

ANALYSIS655

This section presents the simulation performance of the656

proposed SMC law (15) under model uncertainties and dis-657

turbances using numerical analysis. Further, in order to estab-658

lish the effectiveness of the proposed scheme, two well659

known control approaches are also implemented for compar-660

ative analysis. These two control schemes are: proportional661

integral derivative (PID) control and feedback lineariza-662

tion (FBL) control [47].663

The uncertainties in A, B, and C parameters are considered664

to be 10%, 15%, and 5% of the nominal value, respectively.665

The exogenous disturbance is considered as666

Td = 0.5 sin(0.5 t).667

The reference signal for angular movement is considered to668

be the sum of sin and cosine function at different frequencies,669

and it is given as670

xr = θr = sin(0.5t)+ cos(t). (21)671

A. GEAR RATIO672

A high speed DC motor can rotate at thousands of rev/min673

that can cause rapid movement in the tail part. Therefore,674

gear systems are used to avoid the fast movement by reducing675

the speed and increasing the motor torque production [48].676

Figure 23 shows the gear train between the motor and load677

that gives the change in the angular movement at the load side678

θL and the motor side θm. In this work, the gear ration is con-679

sidered as n = 298 : 1, which means the driver gear rotates680

298 revolutions to turn the driven gear 1 revolution [35].681

The physical parameters of the DC motor, gear system, and682

proposed controller are presented in Table 1.683

B. SIMULATION PERFORMANCE684

The numerical results of the proposed and comparative con-685

trol designs are demonstrated from Figure 24 to Figure 27.686

The DC motor drives the angular movement of joint θ or687

x1 to track the desired reference signal θr or xr . Figure 24688

shows that the trajectory of θ under different schemes tracks689

a time and amplitude varying reference signal. However,690

the proposed scheme has a faster convergence time, as is691

evident from Figure 24. The convergence response can also692

be visualized through the error state trajectory plot, which693

is demonstrated in Figure 25. One can observe from this694

figure that the error converges to the bound of zero quicker695

under the proposed scheme as compared to the other two696

schemes. The convergence time of error e under different697

schemes are depicted in Table 2. Moreover, the tracking error698

FIGURE 23. Schematic diagram of revolute joint.

TABLE 1. System and proposed control parameters.

performance of these three control schemes is also evaluated 699

using the measures of integral of square error (ISE), integral 700

of absolute error (IAE), integral of time square error (ITSE), 701

and integral of time absolute error (ITAE). The expression of 702

these performance measure can be seen from [49]. The val- 703

ues of these performance measures are tabulated in Table 2, 704

which clearly shows that the proposed scheme has aminimum 705

value in all the error measures as compared to the other 706

two methods. Therefore, the proposed robust SMC scheme 707

performs best under multiple uncertainties and provides a 708

faster convergence with better error measures. 709

Figure 26 illustrates the sliding surface response of the 710

proposed scheme where the sliding mode phase is achieved 711

in 1s. Once the sliding phase is attained, the surface remains 712

at this mode for the whole time. The control input response 713

of these three control schemes is shown in Figure 27. Ini- 714

tially, all the three control schemes have a high magnitude of 715

input response. The large input effort is required to rapidly 716

attain the desired reference signal. Once the desired angle 717

TABLE 2. Performance measures under different control schemes.
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FIGURE 24. Angular position responses of DC motor under different
schemes with respect to the reference trajectory.

FIGURE 25. Tracking error responses under different control schemes.

FIGURE 26. Sliding surface response of the proposed scheme.

is achieved, the control input varies sinusoidally to attain718

the time varying sinusoidal reference signal and nullify the719

undesirable model dynamics.720

In summary, the proposed algorithm successfully tracks721

the time-varying reference signal and effectively rejects722

FIGURE 27. Control input responses under different schemes.

the disturbance. Moreover, compared with the comparative 723

results, the proposed SMC scheme is performing much better 724

in terms of good transient and steady-state response and error 725

performance measures. 726

IX. CONCLUSION 727

This paper explores the design, simulation, and mathematical 728

modelling of a biomimetic underwater vehicle, whose design 729

is inspired by an Atlantic Salmon fish. The vehicle moves 730

forward by performing an undulatingmotionwith around half 731

of its body. Two joints are considered in the present design to 732

mimic the undulating tail movement of actual fish. Moreover, 733

a robust SMC scheme is also implemented to the given design 734

model for the fin motion of AUV using a DCmotor subjected 735

to the model uncertainties and disturbances. The Lyapunov 736

analysis is carried out to show the asymptotic stability of 737

the relative angular states. Further, the effectiveness of the 738

proposed algorithm is validated using numerical analysis 739

with comparative performance. The next part of this work 740

is to design the 3-dimensional working model based on the 741

modelling analysis and execute the control algorithm. 742
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